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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Nora Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 10 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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acaroina
Acaroina is the brand of a disinfectant, deodorizing of surfaces, used in stables, kennels, etc. It is a derivative of
phenols. Acaroina is in Argentina as Zotal is in Spain.

concuspicencia
concuspicencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Lust" as meaning:<br>Is a term pertaining to the field of
morals, it is the impulse " natural " of the human race to do evil, that is derived from its impure State due to original sin.It
is often confused with the libidinous desire, but the sense is much more broad.

dar en lor morros
The hills in some animals constitute the joint oronasal; then give in the hills is in the center of the face, i.e., mouth-nose.

gaches
Gache, with accent on the e; colloquially in Cadiz and other areas of Andalusia refers to an unknown male, example " a
gache told me such a thing " i.e., we do not know the guy in question No.It is more common gachó or feminine gachi or
gachona.

galafata
Someone with few scruples about goods, with the " 34 very long hands; it stealing everything he can.Galafata is
feminine, the masculine would be galafato.

inhiere
Of inherir or inherent meaning inherent part of something

micronebulizacion
Fine mist, like a cloud.It is a term frequently used in pharmacy, which is the form of administration of some drugs, such
as asthma

que significa polimorfonucleares
Polymorphonuclear are a type of white series of blood cells, are the most numerous among the white blood cells.

sabor herrumbroso
It comes from rust, i.e., oxidized iron, or taste of rust.

soripanta
Moral Fem.De distracted, of many beds and lovers. that's a soripanta!


